Equipment plays such an important role in your performance. The only part of
equipment you use for each and every shot is the golf ball. So having the
correct golf ball for your game will have a direct impact on your score. You
also have to play with a consistent ball to develop feel. Playing with Lake
Balls and even some old second hand balls is such a disadvantage.
Now the question is how I choose the perfect fit for my game.
The following process is a really simple and easy way to find the best ball for
you.

You want to select 6 different types of ball and 2-3 balls per type. Feel free to
contact me to measure your swing speed and give you a recommendation
on witch 6 Types to choose from.
Step one:
Hit a few short putts and long putts with the same type ball and pay close
attention to the feel and sound it makes off the putter head. And then try the
next type and do the same. After you’ve putted with all 6 types you eliminate
one type.

Step two:
From the same spot hit a chip shot with a type of ball and play the next one
with a different type. Again pay close attention to how the ball feels of the
club face but also how the ball reacts after it bounced. After a couple try’s
eliminate another type of ball.
Step three:
Play a few long pitch shots. Really focus on how the ball spins on the green. If
you like the way it reacts it will pass to the next process.

Step four:
With 3 types left you want to hit each one with your 7 iron. It will be easy to
split witch type feels the best and performs the best in the air.
Step Five:
2 types left and the Driver will have the last say. Hit a few tee shots with both
types and the one who gives you the best distance is going to be the ball for
you.

